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Abstract 
Sander, T., Existence and uniqueness of the real closure of an ordered field without Zorn’s 
Lemma, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 73 (1991) 165-180. 
In this paper the existence of a real closure of an ordered field is given without &he use of the 
axiom of choice. The possibility of such a proof and related results demonstrate fundamental 
differences between the concepts of real and algebraic closures of fields. 
Introduction 
The classical proofs of the existence of the real closure of an ordered field K 
rely on the use of Zorn’s Lemma. In this paper we obtain the real closure of K by 
a direct-limit construction using the real closures of the (over Q) finitely gener- 
ated subfields of K. The existence of the latter ones can be shown without Zorn’s 
Lemma. 
Given an algebraic closure C of K there are (using the usual Artin-Schreier 
proof) a lot of real closures of K in C. But the idea of coding the elements of a 
real closure with the help of Thorn’s Lemma which is due to Coste and Roy and 
algorithms computing sum, product, orderrelation of two codes lead to a canoni- 
cal presentation Crea, of a real closure of K. However one has to prove that this 
algorithmically defined object is a real closure of K. 
In Section 1 we summarize som:, facts about real closed fields and emphasize in 
each case that their proofs do not depend on the axiom of choice. In Section 2 we 
construct the real closure of a countable ordered field. Section 2 solves the above 
problem concerning Creal . In Section 3 we construct the real closure of an 
arbitrary ordered field (and show its uniqueness) by the method mentioned in the 
beginning, in particular without referring to any algorithms. 
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The. obtained results are also interesting from a set-theoretical p0ii.t of view. As 
shown there exist real closures of ordered fields in ZF (i.e. Zermelo-Frtinkel 
axiomatic set theory, the axiom of choice does not belong to ZF). But in [9] 
Liuchli constructed a Frinkel-Mostowski-model of set theory, in which the 
following statement is true: 
“There exists a field without an algebraic closure.” (1) 
This statement was transferred to ZF by Pincus ill]. So there exists a model of 
ZF in which (1) holds.” 
Secondly the uniqueness result has also no counterpart in the theory of 
algebraic closures of ordered fieids (which have algebraic closures!). Namely, it 
will be shown in Section 4 that there are nonisomorphic algebraic closures even of 
the most simple ordered field Q (in some models of ZF). 
Finally, there are given some set- and modeltheoretic reasons for the existence 
of a proof of the existence of the real closure of a (countable) ordered field in ZF. 
All these results show an outstanding difference between the concepts of 
algebraic closures and real closures. 
Quite recently I have learned about a constructive approach to real closures by 
Lombardi and Roy [lo]. Also it seems that Hollkott in 1941 in his thesis 
succeeded in proving the existence of a real closure with constructive techniques. 
Some details have still to be clarified. For details compare [5] and [15]. 
A short note on Hollkott’s approach is in preparation. 
1. Real closed fields and real closures 
Convention. When in this text a mathematical statement is formulated, it means 
that its proof can be given in ZF, if not otherwise indicated. 
Definition 1. (i) A field is called real if -1 is not a sum of squares. 
(ii) A field K is called real closed, if it is real and if there is no proper algebraic 
extension of K which is real, 
One shows with an easy computation (see [2]) the following lemma: 
Lemma 2. Let R be a real closed field. Then R possesses a unique ordering. The 
squares are the positive elements in R. •I 
Definition 3. A real closed field R is called a real closure of an ordered field K if R 
is algebraic over K and the ordering of R extends the ordering of K. 
’ For the set-theoretical background see [8]. 
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The following lemma can be shown by a direct computation [2] but also a more 
conceptual proof considering splitting fields, Sylow-subgroups of (finite) Galois 
groups (see [12]) works in ZF (there arise no difficulties in the study of finite 
structures without Zorn’s Lemma). 
Lemma 4. be a field. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) R is real closed, 
(ii) R[X] /(X2 + 1) is algebraically closed. Cl 
Lemma 4(ii) leads to the intermediate value theorem, which is the essential 
tool to prove the ‘Generalized Sturm Theorem’. 
Theorem 5 (Generalized Sturm Theorem). Let R be a real closed field, f, g E 
R[X] be polynomials, 
c 
By v(x), x R, we denote of sign-changes in the 
g at x. Then x sujjfkiently large v(-x) and v(x) will not change anymore 
for increasing x. x we vg = v(-x) - v(x). Then 
: 
C !z’O - cg<() = vg . 
Proof. This theorem was shown to hold without any assumptions of squarefree- 
ness or coprimality of the involved polynomials with the usual definitions of Sturm 
sequence and variations of sign in [6]. Ii 
Theorem 6 (Thorn’s Lemma). Let R be a real closed field, f E R[X]\R a 
polynomial and &i E { - 1, 0, l} with 0 5 i I deg( f) - 1. Then the set 
{x E R 1 sgn f (‘j(x) = &i , 0 I i 5 deg( f) - l} 
is empty, contains exactly one point, or is an open interval. 
Proof. The proof follows by induction with the mean value theorem which is a 
consequence of the intermediate value theorem. q 
Coding the real closure 
Let K be an ordered field. In this section we assume that we already know that 
K has a real closure. 
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Some notations: 
Let 
C lor := {(f, E) 1 (f, E) is a pair with f E K[X]\K and E = 
( &I’ ‘2’ * * * ’ &de&f)-1 ), q E (--LO, 11, if W(f)> 
1, E = -, if deg( f) = l} 
denote :he set of ‘formal codes over K’. 
Let CY E R, and ( f, E) E C,,,. We say 
(Y = Cod( f, E) :e f(a) = 0 and sgn f”‘(a) = q , 
lsildeg(f)-1. 
Thorn’s Lemma implies: 
If (f? 4 E Gory then # {(Y E R 1 ct = Cod( f, E)} 5 1. 
Let 
c real := {( f, 4 E C,,,, I# {a E R 1 a = Cod( f, 4) = 11 
be the set of ‘realized codes over K’. Then the following holds: 
If (f, E), (g, u) E C,,,, then ‘(f, E) E Crea,’ and ‘Cod( f, E) = Cod( g, u)’ can be 
decided inside K because one has to answer the question how many real roots off 
exist giving to polynomials g,, g,, . . . , g, preassigned signs. Using gcd computa- 
tions and substituting eventually g; by (-gi) it suffices to compute the cardinality 
of 
This can be done by an algorithm working in K, as the beautiful formula of 
Proposition 7 shows: 
Proposition 7. Let 
qc={PEK[X]I P=fi g?, (71’72 ,.s*, QE{~,2y~. 
i=l 
Then the following holds: 
(the up are defined as in the Generalized Sturm Theorem). 
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Proof. One may set up linear equation systems similar to those appearing in [ 11, 
Section 2.3] by multiplying the right-hand side with the squares of the nonappear- 
ing polynomials. In the case of two polynomials g, ,g, this leads to the system: 
By adding up the rows in the linear equation system in [II, Section 2.31 one gets 
the formula 
Now apply the Generalized Sturm Theorem. 0 
By a recursive application of this technique, the codes of cr + /3, (Y - /3 and the 
truthvalue of cy c /3 can be computed from given codes of (Y and p (see [ 141). 
We denote the operations (relation) on Creak obtained in this way with +*, sA, 
CA (the index A stands for algorithm). 
(fd-(& 4 
is an equivalence relation 
:e Cod( f, E) = Cod( g, u) 
o* CM, This yields the following theorem: 
Theorem 8. Let K be an ordered field and R a real closure of K. Then R is 
isomorphic to (Crea,l-, +,+, eA, CA) via 
[(f, 41- Cod( f, 4 . q 
This theorem presents one possible key idea to get the real closure without 
Zorn’s Lemma: 
Certainly one may define the object on the right-hand side (with maps 
+ ,\ 3 ‘A : ‘real x Creal + C,,,) without knowing of a real closure of K. But then one 
has to show that the axioms of an ordered field hold in the so-defined object and 
that it is a real closure of K. For example, it seems to be complicated to prove the 
statement 
(f, &)>A0 h (& (+)>A0 3 (f, +A(g, “)>A0 (2) 
considering the algorithms step by step. 
Instead of following this route one may proceed as follows: 
Let f = Theo a,X’ and g = cy=, bjX’. One verifies (2) in a real closure S of 
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Q(a,, . * . , Q,,, b,, . . * 9 b,) C K (carrying the induced ordering) by interpreting 
the algorithms as statements about real roots of the involved polynomials. Hence 
to show that (Crea,/-, +*, aA, <*) is the (unique) real closure of K it suffices to 
show that a finitely generated and thus as we will see also countable ordered field 
has a real closure. 
2. Existence and uniqueness of the real closure of B countable ordered field 
Remark 9. There are basic mathematical statements whose dependence on the 
axiom of the choice is not so obvious like, e.g., the existence of maximal 
elements. For example: 
“The union of countably many finite sets is countable” 
cannot be proved in ZF.’ 
Reasoning. For each if N let Ai be finite sets with more than one element. 
# Ai = n means: There exists a bijection u : ( 1, . . . , n} +- A i. Only after the 
choice of one these n! bijections can Ai be written in the form Ai = 
1 a,, a,, . . . , url). To enumerate the elements of lJiEN Ai one has to choose for 
each i E N (note: infinitely often) one of these bijections which are equally eligible 
and in general not distinguishable from each other. This is not possible without 
the axiom of choice.” 
The situation changes if UiEh Ai is equipped with a linear ordering. This 
ordering induces an enumeration of each Ai, i E N. We conclude now that the 
implication 
“K real 3 K can be ordered” 
is not provable in ZF. 
To see this, consider U. tEN A i as an algebraically independent set (over Q), 
then F : = Q( UiEh A i) is real. But an ordering on F induces a linear ordering on 
UiEh A, contradicting the above. 
In the following we will deal with infinitely many countable objects. In order 
not to run into the difficulties described above we will assure that we are able to 
make stand out one of the possible enumerations. 
Lemma 10. Let K = {a,, u2, a3, . . . } be an enumerated field. We then have an 
enumeration of K[ X]. 
’ In fact. only countable choice is needed which is, for example, accepted in constructivism. 
’ -4 model of ZF in which the axiom of choice fails for countably many two-elementary sets is given 
in [7]. 
Proof. We define a linear ordering on K[X] by 
f= i b,X”sg= i c,X’ (b,,,c,,,zO) 
, -II , - I) 
:~~l~WIV(tl=~MA(bu ,,..., b,,)5+, ,.... C,,). 
where the components of the r?-tupie are ordered by the enumeration 
the n-tuples themselves by lexicografical order. 
It is 
I I, 
of K and 
K[X] = ,‘;J, if= 2 biX’ $ (deg f 4 i A max{ b,,, . . . , b,,) = a,) 
1’1) 
v (deg f= i A max(b,,. . . . . u 5 0) 
(the maximum is taken over the ordering given by the enumeration of K). 0 
Corollary 11. Let K be an enumerated field. Then K[ X] /( f(X)) cm be enumer- 
ated by the induced enumeration of Kf Xl. q 
Remark 12. The usual Cantor zigzag method leads to an enumeration of the 
Cartesian product of two enumerated sets. 
Viewing Q(X, , X,, . . . X,,) as quot(Q(X, , X,. . . . X,,_, )[X,,]) one gets an 
enumeration of the rational function field in n indeterminates if the indetermi- 
nates are enumerated. 
Lemma 13. Let L= {a,,a,,a,,. . .} be an enunlernted field extension of the 
ordered field K. Zf for all n E N 
i p,Xf=O withp,EK. pi>O. lliln (3) 
i=l 
has no nontrivial solution in L, one can extend the mderinp of K canonically to an 
ordering of L. 
Proof. Define 
P,, := 
1 
i p,xf 1 n E N. pi E K, p, >O. x, E L. 15 i 4 n . 
i =I) 
For k E N,, define: 
1 
Px . 
h+,:= p.+a 
if a,+, EP,U-P,. 
h k+l 
p 
k 7 if ak+,$?PkU-Pk. 
With P:= u,,, Pk. P\(O) form an ordering of L. 0 
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Lemma 14. Let K= {a,, a2, a,, . . .} be an enumerated field, fE K[X]. Then 
there is a canonical algebraic extension of K in which f has a root. 
Proof. Let f = n; 1 47 be the irreducible decomposition off in K[X], where qi 
appears before qi + , in the enumeration of K[X] following Lemma 10. K[X]I(q,) 
is one extension we look for. q 
Proposition 15. Ler K = {n, , a,, a,, . . .} be an enumerated field. Then there exists 
a canonical candidate for an algebraic closure of K. 
Proof. Let K[X] = { f, , .f2, _f3, . . . } . Define L,, : = K and let L,, , be the splitting 
field of h + , over Lj. 
Then L := UiEh Li is an algebraic closure of K that can be enumerated using 
the usual zigzag method. Cl 
Remark 16. If K is not countable (or not ordered) and, for example, f splits into 
two irreducible nonlinear factors p and q, then K[X] /( p) and K[X] I( q) are (in 
general) two equally eligible candidates for being an extension of K in which f has 
a root. In general, an infinite repetition of this process is not possible without the 
axiom of choice. 
Lemma 17. Let K be an enumerated ordered field. a E K, a > 0, a e K’. We can 
extend then the ordering of K canonically co an ordering of K[X] /( Y’ - a). 
Proof. L = K[X]/(X’ - a) fulfills (3) and the other assumptions of Lemma 
13. q 
Theorem 18, Let K = {a,, a,, a3,. . .} be an enumerated ordered field. Then there 
exists a real Josure of K. 
Proof. In the first step we show that we can find an enumerated ordered algebraic 
extension field L of K so that each positive element of K is a square in L. This 
assures that the ordering of a real closed extension R of L - R k!! l;e constructed 
in the second step-extends the ordering of K. 
First step: Define K,, := K and for all I E N,,. 
K;+, := 
i 
Ki if a,+, is negative or a square in Ki , 
K[X,,,]/(Xf,, - a,+l) otherwise, 
where Ki+, is ordered according to Lemma 17. 
Then L : = U Ki is an ordered field extension of K and can be enumerated as a 
countable union of enumerated sets (zigzag). 
Second step: Let L[X] = {f,, f2, f3,. . .}. Define Lo:= L. We obtain Lk+l 
from L, as follows: 
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Let C be the algebraic closure of L obtained by Proposition 15. We denote the 
roots of fk+, in C by (Y, , q, . . . , a,,, . Define L,.,, : = L, and for i E (0, . . . . 
m-l} 
Y 
{ 
Lp.I(~i+I) if Lk.i(~i+,) is real, 
L”k.i+l = 
Lk.i if &(a;+,) is not real. 
Put L&+, := ,!d,_,“. 
We show: R := U,,, L& is real closed. 
Assume that R(a) C c is a real extension of R. Let f&+ , E K[X] be a polyno- 
mial with f&+,(a) = 0. If (Y = aj+,, where cy,, LY?, . . . a,,, are the zeros of fk+, in C. 
then IIY,~,~((Y~+,) is real and so (Y E L&.j+, C R. 0 
Theorem 19. Let K be an enumerated ordered field, R a real closure of K aird S a 
real closed field extension of K extending the ordering of K. Then there is a unique 
K-homomorphism ‘p : R-, S. ‘p is orderpreserving. 
Proof. Let K(a) be a simple algebraic ordered extension of K so that rhe ordering 
of K(a) extends the ordering of K. Then an orderpreserving homomorphism 
u : K+ S can be extended to an orderpreserving homomorphism G : K(a)-, S 
(the arguments may be found in (21). 
A priori there could be more than one orderpreserving extension of u so that 
the successive extension (infinitely often) of CT to R in the second part would not 
work in ZF.” 
Now we show: 
There exists at most one orderpreserving extension of (T to K(a) . 
(4) 
Let 0, ,or : X-((Y) + S be two orderpreserving extensions of 0, f the irreducible 
polynomial of (Y over K and L = a(K) C S. Now 
(p=u~Vr;‘: L(u,(a))“TI K(a)s L(%(4)* S 
can be extended to an orderpreserving homomorphism 
Because q is orderpreserving +t follows that G( p,) = /3,, 1 5 i 5 n and because of 
a,(4 q(cr)E {PI, &, - - * , p,,} fol;qws ~~(a) = ~~(a). According to Lemma 10 
let Iy[x] = {f,, f2, f_, . . .} and (yii+“< a:+‘) <---< ajfTjl) be the different 
roots of fi+l in R. 
’ Here lies in fact the reason for the unprovability of the uniqueness of algebraic closures of 
countable fields from ZF alone, although one may certainly prove that two splitting fields are 
isomorphic. 
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Define K,, : = K and for all i E N,,, 
It is R = U,,=& K,. So id : K + ci can be extended successively to an order- 
preserving homomorphism cp : R + S applying the first part of the proof. 
If J, : R- S were a different orderpreserving homomorphism, there would exist 
an i k N so that qoln- 
I 
= Q,, but ‘pls,_, > $,,.+ , contradicting (4). cl 
3. Existence and uniqueness of the real closure of an arbitrary ordered field 
First some notations: Let K be an ordered field. 
By !N := {A C K 1 # A <x} we denote the set of finite subsets of K. Let 
A E 9.V. The ordering of K induces an ordering on Q(A) C K. If A = 
{ a,, u;, *. * 1 a,} with a, c al < - - - -C a,,, then Q(A) = Q(u,, a,, . . . , a,,) can be 
enumerated by the induced enumeration of Q(X,, X,, . . . , X,,) according to 
Remark 12. With Q(A)’ we denote the real closure of Q(A) obtained from 
Theorem 18. 
Let A,B E !W, A C B. Then m is a real closed field extension of Q(A). 
There exists a unique Q(A)-homomorphism 
by Theorem 19. 
Remark 20. Following the constructions of Section 2, Q(A)’ and (PA-~, with 
A, B E !N, A C B, are given as ZF-definable sets [so one does not have to choose 
representatives of isomorphism classes). 
Lemma 21. 
forms a direct system. Let A, B,C E W, A C B C C. Then the following diugrum is 
commutative: 
‘Q(A) -Q(B) -Q(C) 
1 1 1 
“A.<. 
(The maps not specifically named are the canonical injections.) 
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Proof. -We have to show: 
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‘p~,~o (PA,~ defines a Q(A)-homomorphism from m to q(c): There exists 
only one Q(A)-homomorphism from Q(A)’ to a(c)’ by Theorem !3. It coincides 
with qAqC. 0 
We form the direct limit R = lim m of the system above, i.e. the disjoint 
union of the m defining for z m and y E Q(B)‘: 
x -Y 23 %.A”B(X) = 'pe.AJB(Y) - 
This defines an equivalence relation because of condition (5). +, a, < are well 
defined via representatives because the cp, .B are orderpreserving homomorphisms, 
hence R is an ordered field. 
Theorem 22. R = lim m is a real closure of K. +, 
Proof. One has to show, for example, f = cy=‘=, [a,]X’ E R[X] of odd degree has a 
root in R. 
LetAi(O~,rn)beanelement.of\33~sothataiEQ(A,):andA:=U:l=,Ai. 
Then f = ~~=, ‘pa,.A(ai)X’ E &P(A)‘iX] has a root in a(A): Using the fact that 
i, : Q(A)‘+ R, x H [x] is an embedding, it follows that [(.y] is a root off in R. 
It can be shown in a similar way that R is real closed, that R is algebraic over K 
and that the ordering of R extends the ordering of K. q 
Theorem 23. Let R, and R, be two real closures of the ordered field K. There then 
exists a unique isomorphism # : R, + R, which induces the identity on K. $ is 
orderpreserving. 
Proof. We have 
R, = ,E$xj {a ER, 1 f(a) =o> 
f irreducible 
and 
RZ= u (a-1 f(a)=O}. 
fEK[X] 
f irreducible 
We define $ on the zeroset off E K[X], f irreducible, as follows: If 
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and 
{PER,If(p)=o}={P1<P*<...<P,}, 
we know by Sturm’s Theorem that r = s. 
Put $(a;.) : = pi (1 I i I r). This a bijection between R, and R,. We show that 9 
is a homomorphism: 
Let CY, p E R, and f = xyC0 ai X’ and g = ~~zO bjX’ be polynomials of K[X] 
with f(a) = ga(/3) =O. Let L, denote the relative algebraic closure of 
Cl!@,, - - * , a,, h-J, - * * , b,,,) in R,. By Theorem 19 there exists a unique order- 
preserving homomorphism rp : L, --, R,. Obviously $, = (9. 0 
4. Real and algebraic closures of ordered fields 
Prctposition 24. An ordered field K has an algebraic closure. 
Prwf. If R is a real closure of K, then RiX]/(X2 + 1) is an algebraic closure of 
K. q 
Proposition 25. Let K be an ordered field. Then the following properties are 
equivalent: 
(i) Two algebraic closures of K are isomorphic. 
(ii) Every aigebraic closure of K contains a real closure of K. 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii) Let K be an algebraic closure of K and cp : R(i)+ K be an 
isomorphism. q(R) is then a real closure of K contained in K. 
(ii) + (i). Let K, and ti2 be two algebraic closures of K and R, C I?, , R: C Z?, 
be real closures of K. The isomorphism Q : R, --, R, can be extended to an 
isomorphism (p’ : K, --, K2 by defining a + bi I+ q(a) + q(b)i. Cl 
Theorem 26. It cannot be proved in ZF that two algebraic closures of an ordered 
field are isomorphic. There exists a model of ZF in which Q has two aonisomor- 
phic algebraic closures. 
Proof. In [9] Liiuchli constructed a permutation model of ZFA (i.e. set theory 
with atoms) in which the following statement holds: 
“There exists an algebraic closure of Q that does not contain a real 
closed subfield.” (6) 
Let 32 be a model of ZF (or ZFA) with universe V. Let S E V be a set. By g’(S) 
we denote the powerset of S (taken inside !E). Let (Y be an ordinal. As usual we 
define ~3”o(S) = S, g”+‘(S) = 9($?@*(S)). For a limit ordinal (Y put B”(S) = 
Q+%! PB(S). 
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The following theorem is a corollary of the Jech-Sochor Embedding Theorem 
181: 
The existence of a permutation model of ZFA in which a formula of the type 
3X 9(X, cw) holds, where the quantifiers in cp are of the form 3u E P”(X) or 
Vu E 9”(X) (a an ordinal) implies the existence of a model of ZF in which this 
formula holds. 
We show that (6) can be expressed with a formula of the type described just 
above. 
We start thinking of X as the set of elements in the algebraic closure of Q. 
(6) is equivalent to the conjunction of (i)-(iv), where 
(i) X is the set of elements of a field (X, +, a) and (X, +, .) is algebraically 
closed. 
(ii) Q is a subfield of (L, +, m). 
(iii) (L, +, a) is an algebraic extension of Q. 
(iv) For all subfields (K, +, .) of (L, +, a) there holds: (K, +, .) is not real 
closed. 
We reduce (i)-(iv) to a state that further reduction to a restricted formula 
containing only ‘E’ can directly be done using lemma 12.1 from [8]. 
We note that y = w (o = the natural numbers) can be expressed by a restricted 
formula (i.e. the quantifiers are of the form VU E Y or 3~ E Y) by characterising 
it as a limit ordinal where all elements of o are a ‘natural number’ (which again 
can be said using ordinal properties). 
Because 0 C X also holds w C 9”(X) and so y = w can be expressed inside 
.,+l(x). 
One gains H from w as a quotient group Z = w x wi- with 
(the inductive definition of + on w, see [4], can easily be written in a restricted 
manner). Using again a quotient group constrcction one derives Q. 
ad (i) +; : X x X+X is a function and +; satisfy the field axioms. We 
characterize the set L of polynomial maps from X to X: 
VfEL f:X+Xisafunction, 
3n E 0 3(a,, a,, * . . , a,)EWVxEX f(x)=a,,+--+cr,x” 
(X, +, .) is algebraically closed can now be said by: Vf 5 L 3x E X f(x) = 0. 
ad (ii) QC X, +IQ = +Q, -IQ = mQ (+Q, sQ denote addition and multiplication 
on Q). 
ad (iii) Analogously to L one defines the set M of polynomial maps from X to 
X with coefficients in (IJ! and writes Vx E X 3f E M f(x) = 0. 
ad (iv) Analogously to L one forms for each subfield K C X the set 0, of 
polynomial maps of odd degree from K to K. We say now: 
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V subfields K C X, K # X 3f E 0, 
VxEK f(x)#Ov3xEKVaEK xfa%c#--a’. 
The considered sets Q”, L, M, K, 0 K’ - * * are all elements of 5Pm+U(X). 
Formulas like Vn E o $ (3n E OJ $) can be substituted by Vn E P”+“(X) 
nEw+$(3nEP”+“(X) nEon 4). Hence the corollary can be applied. q 
Remark 27. Theorem 26 shows that the idea in the Artin-Schreier proof to show 
the existence of a real closure of an ordered field K by fixing an algebraic closure 
C of 16’ and then constructing a real closure inside C does not work in ZF even if 
one knows of the existence of an algebraic closure of K. 
Doing the Artin-Schreier construction (using AC) leads to infinitely many 
equally eligible real closures of K in C. This ma)r lead to the impression that in 
some sense the real closure is less determined than the algebraic closure. From an 
axiomatic point of view, as we have seen, the contrary is true: the real closure of 
an ordered field K is more closely related to it than its algebraic closure. 
Remark 28. We give a more abstract treatment of the subject of this paper. 
Because nontrivial ingredients of set theory and modeltheory are used this does 
not lead to elementary proofs. 
Using Godel’s consistency result of the axiom of choice with ZF, the complete- 
ness theorem of first-order logic, and Mostowski’s collapsing theorem one may 
start without loss of generality in the following situation: the universe satisfies 
ZFC and the model !I){ of ZF is a transitive class of the universe (especially the 
‘E’relation in !lR is the ‘true’ E-relation in the universe). Thus every set in 2!!Jz is
also a set in the universe while the converse is not true in general. 
(i) Let x,y be variables for sets. The property that x and y are ordered felds, 
that x is an ordered subfield of y and that y is real closed can be expressed with a 
restricted formula cp(x, y) with the two free variables x and y. Now restricted 
formulas are absolute for 9J. That means: For all L,M E \JJt we have 
!UZ k cg(L, M) if and only if cp(L, M) holds in the universe. 
Starting now with an ordered field K in YUt one may define the set R = 
(Crea,’ +A* ‘A’ CA). The algorithms SA, eA, CA are primitive recursive functions 
in +, a, < of K. Their algorithmical definition can be described by absolute 
set-theoretical operations. So the set-theoretical formulas describing the al- 
gorithms define inside \33i and in the universe the same set R. 
R is a real closure of K iff 9.R j= q( K, R). In the universe one proves (using the 
axiom of choice) the existence of a real closure of K. So q(K, R) holds in the 
universe (see ‘Coding the real closure’ in Section 1) and by absoluteness also in 
!l,i. 
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(ii) We give here a modeltheoretic reasoning (not using codes or algorithms) 
for the existence of a proof of Theorem 18 which states the existence of a real 
closure of a countable ordered field. 
First let us note that the completeness theorem of first-order logic: 
“A set 2 of sentences in a language L has a mode1 iff it is 
consistent” 
is provable from ZF for a countable language L (see [13]). Let K be the 
enumerated field of Theorem 18 (in a mode1 9Ji of ZF). L wi!l be the language of 
ordered fields consisting of the symbols +. a, < and the constants 0 and 1 
enlarged by a constant ch for each k E K. Let 2 be the following set of sentences: 
2 = diagram(K) U {Vx x > 0 + 3y x = y’} U {A,, 1 n E N,,} , 
where 
Then a mode1 of 2 contains a real closure of K. 
consistent. 
So it suffices to show that 2 is 
Assume that 2 is not consistent. Then there exists a syntactical derivation of 
‘1 = 0’ (in ,JJl). In the universe 2 is consistent because 2 possesses as a model a 
real closure of K. But the derivation of ‘1 = 0’ in \JJl remains being a derivation of 
‘1 = 0’ in the universe which is a contradiction. 
Remark 29. The dependence of the existence of an algebraic closure a field on 
the axiom of choice has an interesting computational consequence: In general 
there exists no coding of the algebraic closure of a field K similar to that described 
for the real closure of an ordered field. A candidate for the elements of the 
algebraic closure is C = {(f, i) 1 f E K]X]\K, 1 I i I deg( f)}. But there exist no 
primitive recursive functions describing equality, addition and multiplication on 
C. Else one could argue as in Remark 28(i). 
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